In this paper, we address the few-shot classification task from a new perspective of optimal matching between image regions. We adopt the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) as a metric to compute a structural distance between dense image representations to determine image relevance. The EMD generates the optimal matching flows between structural elements that have the minimum matching cost, which is used to represent the image distance for classification. To generate the important weights of elements in the EMD formulation, we design a cross-reference mechanism, which can effectively minimize the impact caused by the cluttered background and large intra-class appearance variations. To handle k-shot classification, we propose to learn a structured fully connected layer that can directly classify dense image representations with the EMD. Based on the implicit function theorem, the EMD can be inserted as a layer into the network for end-to-end training. We conduct comprehensive experiments to validate our algorithm and we set new state-of-the-art performance on four popular few-shot classification benchmarks, namely miniImageNet, tieredIm-ageNet, Fewshot-CIFAR100 (FC100) and Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB).
Introduction
Deep neural networks have achieved breakthroughs in a wide range of visual understanding tasks in the past few years. However, its data-driven nature often makes it struggle when no sufficiently large labeled training data is available. Meta learning, on the other hand, is proposed to learn a model that can quickly generalize to new tasks with minor adaption steps. One of the most well-studied test-bed for meta-learning algorithms is few-shot image classification, which aims to perform classification on new image categories with only a small amount of labeled training data.
To address this problem, a line of the previous litera- * Corresponding author: G. Lin (e-mail: gslin@ntu.edu.sg) … … … … Figure 1 : Illustration of using Earth Mover's Distance for one-shot image classification. Our algorithm uses optimal matching cost between image regions to represent the image distance.
ture adopts metric-based methods [30, 43, 63, 66, 67, 72 ] that learn to represent image data in an appropriate feature space and use a distance function to predict image labels. Following the formulation of the standard image classification networks [16, 24, 62] , metric-based methods often employ a convolution neural network to learn image feature representations, but replace the fully connected layer with a distance function, e.g., cosine distance and Euclidean distance. Such distance functions directly compute the distance between the embeddings of the test images and training images for classification, which bypasses the difficult optimization problem in learning a classifier for the fewshot setting. The network is trained by sampling from a distribution of tasks, in the hopes of acquiring generalization ability to unseen but similar tasks.
Despite their promising results, we observe that the cluttered background and large intra-class appearance variations may drive the image-level embeddings from the same category far apart in a given metric space. Although the problem can be alleviated by the neural network under the fully supervised training, thanks to the activation functions and abundant training images, it is almost inevitably am-plified in low-data regimes and thus negatively impacts the image classification. Moreover, a mixed global representation destroys image structures and loses local features. Local features can provide discriminative and transferable information across categories, which can be important for image classification in the few-shot scenario. Therefore, a desirable metric-based algorithm should have the ability to utilize the local discriminative representations for metric learning and minimize the impact caused by the irrelevant regions.
A natural way to compare two complex structured representations is to compare their building blocks. The difficulty lies in that we do not have their correspondence supervision for training and not all building elements can always find their counterparts in the other structures. To solve the problems above, in this paper, we formalize the few-shot classification as an instance of optimal matching, and we propose to use the optimal matching cost between two structures to represent their similarity. Given the feature representations generated by two images, we adopt the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) [50] to compute their structural similarity. EMD is the metric for computing distance between structural representations, which was originally proposed for image retrieval. Given the distance between all element pairs, EMD can acquire the optimal matching flows between two structures that have the minimum cost. It can also be interpreted as the minimum cost to reconstruct a structure representation with the other one. An illustration of our motivation is shown in Fig. 1 . EMD has the formulation of the transportation problem [17] and the global minimum can be achieved by solving a Linear Programming problem. To embed the optimization problem into the model for end-to-end training, we can apply the implicit function theorem [3, 8, 22] to form the Jacobian matrix of the optimal optimization variable with respect to the problem parameters [3] .
An important problem parameter in the EMD formulation is the weight of each element. Elements with large weights generate more matching flows and thus contribute more to the overall distance. Ideally, the algorithm should have the flexibility to assign less weight on irrelevant regions such that they contribute less to the overall distance no matter which elements they match with. To achieve this goal, we propose a cross-reference mechanism to determine the importance of the elements. In our cross-reference mechanism, each node is determined by comparing it with the global statistics of the other structure. This aims to give less weight to the high-variance background regions and the object parts that are not co-occurrent in two images.
In the k-shot setting where multiple support images are presented, we propose to learn a structured fully connected (FC) layer as the classifier for classification to make use of the increasing number of training images. The struc-tured FC layer includes a group of learnable vectors for each class. At inference time, we use the EMD to compute the distance between the image embeddings and the learnable vector set in each class for classification. The structured FC is an extension of the standard fully connected layer in that it replaces dot product operations between vectors with EMD function between vector sets such that the structured FC layer could directly classify feature maps. The structured FC layer can also be interpreted as learning a prototype embedding from a dummy image for each category such that the test images can be matched with them for classification.
To validate our algorithm, we conduct extensive experiments on multiple datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose to formalize the few-shot image classification as an optimal matching problem and adopt the Earth Mover's Distance as the distance metric between structured representations. The EMD layer can be embedded into the network for end-to-end training. • We propose a cross-reference mechanism to generate the weights of elements in the EMD formulation, which can effectively reduce the noise introduced by the background regions in the images. • We propose to learn a structured fully connected layer in the k-shot settings, which could directly classify the structural representations of an image using the Earth Mover's Distance. • Experiments on four popular few-shot classification benchmark datasets-miniImagenet, tieredImagenet, FC100 and CUB, show that our algorithm on both 1-shot and 5-shot tasks significantly outperforms the baseline methods and achieves new state-of-the-art performance on all of them.
Related Work
Few-Shot Learning. There are two main streams in the few-shot classification literature, metric-based approaches and optimization-based approaches. Optimization-based methods [2, 5, 9-11, 18, 26, 31-33, 36, 38, 40-42, 44, 46, 47, 54, 55, 58, 64, 78] target at effectively adapting model parameters to new tasks in the low-shot regime. Our method is more related to the metric-based methods [30, 43, 63, 66, 67, 72] , which aim to represent samples in an appropriate feature space where data from different categories can be distinguished with distance metrics. To achieve this goal, most previous methods represent the whole image as a data point in the feature space. There are also some works making predictions based on local features. For example, Lifchitz et al. [33] directly make predictions with each local feature and fuse their results. Li et al. [30] adopt k-NN to fuse local distance. Our solution to the k-shot problem also draws connections to optimization-based methods since that we learn a classifier that can directly classify structured representations with Earth Mover's Distance, which can benefit from the increasing number of support samples.
Apart from the two popular branches, many other promising methods are also proposed to handle the few-shot classification problem, such as works based on graph theories [13, 15, 21] , reinforcement learning [6] , differentiable SVM [25] , temporal convolutions [39] , etc. [4, 12, 14, 20, 27, 28, 37, 45, 49, 57, 60, 61, 65, 69-71, 75, 76] .
Other related topics. Besides image classification, fewshot learning is also investigated in other computer vision tasks, such as image segmentation [34, 73, 74] . There are also some previous works related to the techniques adopted in this paper. For example, Schulter et al. [56] solve the multi-object tracking problem with a network flow formulation. Zhao et al. [77] propose to use the differential EMD to handle visual tracking problem based on the sensitivity analysis of the simplex method. Li [29] uses a tensor-SIFT based EMD to tackle contour tracking problem.
Method
In this section, we first present a brief review of the Earth Mover's Distance and describe how we formulate the one-shot classification as an optimal matching problem that can be trained end-to-end. Then, we describe our crossreference mechanism to generate the weight of each node, which is an important parameter in the EMD formulation. Finally, we demonstrate how to use the EMD distance function to handle k-shot learning with our proposed structured fully connected layer. The overview of our framework for one-shot classification is shown in Fig. 2 .
Revisiting Earth Mover's Distance
The Earth Mover's Distance is a distance measure between two sets of weighted objects or distributions, which is built upon the basic distance between individual objects. It has the form of the well-studied transportation problem (TP) from Linear Programming. Specially, suppose that a set of sources or suppliers S = {s i |i = 1, 2, ...m} are required to transport goods to a set of destinations or demanders D = {d j |j = 1, 2, ...k}, where s i denotes the supply units of supplier i and d j represents the demand of j-th demander. The cost per unit transported from supplier i to demander j is denoted by c ij , and the number of units transported is denoted by x ij . The goal of the transportation problem is then to find a least-expensive flow of goods X = {x ij |i = 1, ...m, j = 1, ...k} from the suppliers to the demanders:
Note that roles of suppliers and demanders can be switched without affecting the total transportation cost. s i and d j are also called the weights of the nodes, which controls the total matching flows generated by each node. EMD seeks an optimal matchingX between suppliers and demanders such that overall matching cost can be minimized. The global optimal matching flowsX be achieved by solving the Linear Programming problem.
EMD for Few-Shot Classification
In the few-shot classification task, metric-based methods aim to find a good distance metric and data representations to compute the similarity between images, which are used for classification. Different from the previous methods that perform distance computation between the image-level embeddings, our approach advocates the use of discriminative local information. We decompose an image into a set of local representations and use the optimal matching cost between two images to represent their similarity. Concretely, we first deploy a fully convolutional network (FCN) [59] to generate the image embedding U ∈ R H×W ×C , where H and W denote the spatial size of the feature map and C is the feature dimension. Each image representation contains a collection of local feature vectors [u 1 , u 2 , ...u HW ], and each vector u i can be seen as a node in the set. Thus, the similarity of two images can be represented as the optimal matching cost between two sets of vectors. Following the original EMD formulation in Equation 1, the cost per unit is obtained by computing the pairwise distance between embedding nodes u i , v j from two image features:
where nodes with similar representations tend to generate fewer matching cost between each other. As to the generation of weights s i and d j , we leave the detailed elaborations in Section 3.4. Once acquiring the optimal matching flows X , we can compute the similarity score s between image representations with: Our framework for 1-shot image classification. Given a pair of images, we first use a Fully Convolutional Network to generate dense representations of them, which contain two sets of feature vectors. The model generates the weights of all vectors with our proposed cross-reference mechanism (not indicated in the figure). Then we use the Earth Mover's Distance to generate the optimal matching flows between two sets that have the minimum overall matching cost. Finally, based on the optimal matching flows and matching costs, we can compute the distance between two images, which are used for classification.
End-to-End Training
In order to embed the optimal matching problem into a neural network for end-to-end training, it is helpful to make the solution of the optimal matchingX be differentiable with respect to the problem parameters θ. As is indicated by [3] , we can apply implicit function theorem [3, 8, 22] on the optimality (KKT) conditions to obtain the Jacobian. For the sake of completeness, we start with Equation 1 which is assigned compactly in matrix form:
Here x ∈ R n is our optimization variable, with n = HW × HW representing the total number of matching flows in X . θ is the problem parameter that relates to the earlier layers in a differentiable way. Ax = b represents the equality constraints and Gx h denotes the inequality constraint in Equation 1 . Accordingly, the Lagrangian of the LP problem in equation 4 is given by:
where ν are the dual variables on the equality constraints and λ 0 are the dual variables on the inequality constraints.
Following the KKT conditions with notational convenience, we can obtain the optimum (x,ν,λ) of the objective function by solving g(θ,x,ν,λ) = 0 with primal-dual interior point methods, where
Then, the following theorem holds to help us derive the gradients of the LP parameters. Theorem 1 (From Barratt [3] ) Suppose g(θ,λ,ν,x) = 0. Then, when all derivatives exist, the partial Jacobian of x with respect to θ at the optimal solution (λ,ν,x), namely J θx , can be obtained by satisfying:
Here the formula for the Jacobian of the solution mapping is obtained by applying the implicit function theorem to the KKT conditions. For instance, the (partial) Jacobian with respect to θ can be defined as
Therefore, once getting the optimal solutionx for the LP problem, we can obtain a closed-form expression for the gradient ofx with respect to the input LP parameters θ. This helps us achieve an efficient backpropagation through the entire optimization process without perturbation of the initialization and optimization trajectory.
Weight Generation
As can be observed in the EMD formulation, an important problem parameter is the weight of each node, e.g., s i , which controls the total matching flows n j=1 x ij from it. Intuitively, the node with a larger weight plays a more important role in the comparison of two sets, while a node with a very small weight can hardly influence the overall distance no matter which nodes it matches with. In the pioneering work that adopts EMD for color-based image retrieval [50] , they use the histogram as the elementary feature and perform feature clustering over all pixels to generate the nodes. The weight of each node is set as the size of the corresponding cluster. It makes sense because for color-based image retrieval, large weight should be given to the dominant colors with more pixels, such that the retrieved images can be visually close to the query images.
However, for few-shot image classification tasks where features for classification often have high-level semantic meanings, the number of pixels does not necessarily reflect the importance. It is common to find image data with greater background regions than the target objects in classification datasets, e.g., ImageNet. Thus, the importance of a local feature representation can hardly be determined only by inspecting individual images alone. Instead, we argue that for the few-shot classification task, the weights of node features should be generated by comparing the nodes on both sides. To achieve this goal, we propose a crossreference mechanism that uses dot product between a node feature and the average node feature in the other structure to generate a relevance score as the weight value:
where u i and v j denotes the vectors from two feature maps, and function max(·) ensures the weights are always nonnegative. For clarity, here we simply take s i as an example and d i can be obtained in the same manner. The crossreference mechanism aims to give less weight to the highvariance background regions and more to the co-occurrent object regions in two images. This can also put less weight on the object parts that do not occur in two images and thus allows partial matching to some extent. Finally, we normalize all the weights in the structure to make both sides have the same total weights for matching:
Structured Fully Connected Layer
Thus far we have discussed using the Earth Mover's Distance as the metric to generate the distance value between paired images. A question is then raised-how do we handle the k-shot setting where multiple support images are available? Before presenting our design in detail, let us have a review of how the standard fully layer classify an image embedding extracted by CNNs. A FC layer, parameterized by [Φ 1 , ..., Φ N ] ∈ R C×N contains a set of learnable vectors Φ i ∈ R C corresponding to each category. At inference time, given an image embedding u ∈ R C generated by the convolutional layer, the FC layer generates the score of a class i by computing the dot product between the image vector u and the parameter vector Φ i , and this process is applied to all the categories in parallel by matrix multiplication. There are also some previous works replacing the dot product operation in the FC layer with the cosine function for computing the category scores [5, 53] . The learning of the FC layer can be seen as finding a prototype vector for each class such that we can use distance metrics to classify an image. An illustration of the standard FC layer is shown in Fig. 3 (a) .
With the same formulation, we can learn a structured fully connected layer that adopts EMD as the distance function to directly classify a structured feature representation. The learnable embedding for each class becomes a group of vectors, rather than one vector, such that we can use the structured distance function EMD to undertake image classification. This can also be interpreted as learning a prototype feature map generated by a dummy image for each class. The comparison of the structured FC and the standard FC can be found in Fig. 3 . At inference time, we fix the trained 1-shot FCN model as the feature extractor and use SGD to learn the parameters in the structured fully connected layer by sampling data from the support set. Table 2 : Different methods for setting the weights in the EMD. We report the 1-shot performance with only the feature pre-training step. EMD with our cross-reference (CR) mechanism yields the best result. The model variant that is solely based the on the cross-reference mechanism as attention and removes the EMD can cause a significant performance drop. The combination of the EMD and the cross-reference generates the best result.
Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm for few-shot classification, we conduct extensive experiments on multiple datasets. In this section, we first present dataset information and some important implementation details in our network design. Then, we conduct various ablative experiments to validate each component in our network. Finally, we compare our model with the state-of-theart methods on popular benchmark datasets. Table 3 : Cross-domain experiments (miniImagenet → UCB). Our proposed algorithm outperforms baseline methods with a large margin.
Implementation Details
For a fair comparison with previous works, we employ a 10-layer ResNet (ResNet10) as our model backbone, which is widely used in the few-shot classification literature. We transform it into a fully convolutional manner by removing the fully connected layer. Specifically, given an image of size 84 × 84, the model generates a feature map of size 5 × 5 × 512, i.e. 25 512-dimensional vectors. We adopt the GPU accelerated Convex solver QPTH [1] to solve the Linear Programming problem in our network and compute gradients for back-propagation. As is commonly implemented in the state-of-the-art literature, we adopt a feature pretraining step followed by the episodic meta-training [67] to learn our network. For the k-shot classification task, we initialize the structured FC layer with the average feature map of all support data in each class, and sample a batch of 5 images from the support set to finetune the structured FC layer for 100 iterations.
Dataset Description
We conduct few-shot classification experiments on four popular benchmark datasets: miniImageNet [67] , tieredImageNet [49] , Fewshot-CIFAR100 (FC100) [43] and Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [68] .
miniImageNet. miniImageNet was first proposed in [67] , and becomes the most popular benchmark in the few-shot classification literature. It contains 100 classes with 600 images in each class, which are built upon the Im-ageNet dataset [51] . The 100 classes are divided into 64, 16, 20 for meta-training, meta-validation and meta-testing, respectively.
tieredImageNet. tieredImageNet is also a subset of ImageNet, which includes 608 classes from 34 superclasses. Compared with miniImageNet, the splits of metatraining (20) , meta-validation(6) and meta-testing (8) are set according to the super-classes to enlarge the domain difference between training and testing phase. The dataset also include more images for training and evaluation (779,165 images in total).
Fewshot-CIFAR100. FC100 is a few-shot classification dataset build on CIFAR100 [23] . We follow the split divi-sion proposed in [43] , where 36 super-classes were divided into 12 (including 60 classes), 4 (including 20 classes), 4 (including 20 classes), for meta-training, meta-validation and meta-testing, respectively, and each class contains 100 images.
Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011. CUB was originally proposed for fine-grained bird classification, which contains 11,788 images from 200 classes. We follow the splits in [72] that 200 classes are divided into 100, 50 and 50 for meta-training, meta-validation and meta-testing, respectively. The challenge in this dataset is the minor difference between classes.
Ablative Analysis
In our ablation study, we implement various experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm. All experiments are conducted on the miniImageNet dataset.
Comparison with methods based on image-level representations. In the beginning, we first compare our method with a set of metric based methods that utilize image-level vector representations on the 1-shot task. These methods adopt global average pooling to generate vector representations for images and use various distance metrics for classification. We select the representative metric-based methods in the literature for comparison: 1) Prototypical Network [63] with Euclidean distance. 2) Matching Network [67] with cosine distance. 3) Finetuning a FC classifier. In [5] , Chen et al. propose to fix the pretrained feature extractor and finetune the FC layer with the support images. For fair comparisons, we adopt the same backbones and training schemes for all these baseline methods and report the experiment results in Table. 1. As we can see, our algorithm significantly outperforms baseline methods that relies on image-level vector representations under both 1shot 5-way and 1-shot 10-way settings, which indicates the effectiveness of the optimal matching based method that relies on local features.
Comparison with methods based on local representations. There are also a few methods in the literature focusing on local representations to solve few-shot classification. They all remove the global average pooling in the CNN to achieve dense representations of images. In [30] , Li et al. use the top k nearest vectors (KNN) between two feature maps to represent image-level distance. Lifchitz et al. [33] propose to make predictions with each local representation and average their output probabilities. We replace our EMD head with their methods for comparison. The result is shown in Table. 1. Our optimal matching based algorithm outperforms all other model variants. The possible reason is that although the basic ground distance in the EMD is based on local features, our algorithm compares the two structures in a global way. Solely based on nearest local features in two images may not extract sufficient informa-tion to differentiate images. For example, eyes can be the nearest feature between animal images, but such feature can hardly be used to differentiate animal species.
Weights in the EMD. We next investigate the weights in the EMD formulations. In the earlier work using the EMD for image retrieval, they use the pixel color as the feature and cluster pixels to generate nodes. The weight of the node is set as the portion of pixels in this cluster. We experiment two clustering algorithms to generate weights as the baseline models: K-means [19] and mean-shift [7] . As the clustering process of the mentioned algorithms are non-differentiable, for a fair comparison, we use the features after pre-training to evaluate all methods. We also incorporate a baseline model with equal weights into comparison. To test whether our performance is solely brought by the cross-reference mechanism, we also compare our network with a model variant that is solely based on the crossreference mechanism without EMD. We compute the cosine distance between all vector pairs, and compute a weighted sum of these distances with the node weights generated by the cross-reference mechanism. As we can see from the results in Table. 2, our cross-reference mechanism can bring an improvement of 4.2% over the baseline with equal weights, while clustering-based methods do not help improve the performance, which demonstrates that the number of pixels dose not necessarily indicate the importance in the few-shot scenario. For the model variant solely based on the cross-reference mechanism as an attention, it can only slightly improve the result of simple average operation, while a combination of both the cross-reference mechanism and the EMD can yield a significant performance improvement, which again validates the advantages of using the EMD as the metric and the effectiveness of the crossreference mechanism.
Comparison with other k-shot methods. As the EMD distance metric is a paired function for two structures, the first baseline model for k-shot experiment is the nearest neighbour (NN) method that classifies the query images as the category of the nearest support sample. We also test making prediction with each support sample and fuse their logits. We then compare our network with a few k-shot solutions in previous works: 1) Prototype Learning. In [63] , they average the feature embeddings of support images in each class as the prototype and apply the nearest neighbour method for classification. 2) Finetuning a cosine classifier [5] . We test the model performance on the k-shot 5-way tasks under multiple k values , and the results are shown in Fig. 4 . Our structured FC layer consistently outperforms baseline models and with the number of support sets increasing, our network shows even more advantages.
Visualization of matching flows and weights. It is interesting to visualize the optimal matching flows and node weights in the network inference process. In Fig. 5 , we pro- vide some visualization examples. The middle image plots the best matched patch of each local region in the left image, and the weight controls the brightness of the corresponding region. The middle image can also be seen as a reconstructed version of the left image, using the local patches from the right image. As we can see, our algorithm can establish semantic correspondence between local regions, and the background regions in the left image are given small weight, thus contributing less to the overall distance. The visualization of full matching flows and more examples can be found in our supplementary material.
Cross-Domain Experiments
Following the experimental setups in [5] , we perform a cross-domain experiment that models are trained on miniImagenet and evaluated on the CUB dataset. Due to the large domain gap, we can better evaluate the the ability to learn transferable knowledge in different algorithms. We compare our proposed method with baseline models in the Table. 3. As we can see, our algorithm outperforms the baseline models with a large margin. This shows that local features can provide more transferable and discriminative information across domains. Moreover, due to our cross-reference mechanism, the optimal matching can be restricted within the co-occurrent object regions that have high feature response, such that the final distance is based on confident regions and representations, and thus has the ability to filter noise when there is a huge domain shift.
Time Complexity.
Compared with the baseline models, the training and inference of DeepEMD come with more computation cost, as an LP problem must be solved for each forward process. As is discussed in [1] , the main computation lies in the factorization of the KKT matrix as well as back-substitution when using the interior point method to solve the LP problem, which have cubic and quadratic time complexity, respectively. We also tried the OpenCV library for solving the LP problem via a modified simplex algorithm, which is much faster than the QPTH [1] solver which uses the interior point method. Therefore, we can use QPTH for training the network and use OpenCV for validation and the final test.
Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
Finally, we compare our algorithm with the state-ofthe-art methods. We report 1-shot 5way and 5-shot 5way performance on 4 popular benchmarks: miniImageNet, tieredImageNet, FC100 and CUB. We reproduce the models in some earlier works [5, 63, 67] with our network backbone and training strategy, and report the highest performance between our results and their reported ones. The results are shown in Table. 4. Our algorithm achieves new state-of-the-art performance on all datasets. In particular, our results outperform the state-of-the-art performance by a significant margin on multiple tasks, e.g., 1-shot (%3.78) and 5-shot (3.61%) on the CUB dataset; 5-shot (%5.55) on the FC100 dataset.
Conclusion
We have proposed a few-shot classification framework that employs the Earth Mover's Distance as the distance metric. The implicit theorem allows our network end-to-end trainable. Our proposed cross-reference mechanism for setting the weights of nodes turns out crucial in the EMD formulation and can effectively minimize the negative impact caused by irrelevant regions. The learnable structured fully connected layer can directly classify dense representations of images in the k-shot settings. Our algorithm achieves new state-of-the-art performance on multiple dataset.
